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Wireless detector network (WDN) is that the straightforward and basic
thanks to live the standard of water victimization wireless detector network
technology battery-powered by solar array. To live the standard of water
during a real time application, a base station and corresponding totally
different detector nodes area unit wont to cowl the big space. Wireless
networks usually have an excellent deal of flexibility, which may translate into
speedy readying. Wireless networks use variety of base stations to attach
users to an existing network. The infrastructure aspect of a wireless network,
however, is qualitatively identical whether or not you're connecting one user
or 1,000,000 users. Water is crucial natural resources of life for every living
organism on the world. In examining quality of water parameters like pH
level, cloudiness plays a very important role. Thus health problems with
human, plant and alternative living organisms on the world depends on water
quality. The various water sources like rain, rivers and lakes area unit on the
market on the world. Today, underwater wireless communications (UWCs)
area unit enforced victimization communication systems supported acoustic
waves, oftenness (RF) waves, and optical waves. Underwater acoustic
wireless communications (UAWCs) are one in all the foremost used UWC

technology because it provides communication over terribly long distances.
Water quality observation has so become essential to the provision of fresh
and safe water. Typical observation processes involve manual assortment
of samples from numerous points within the distribution network, followed
by laboratory testing and analysis. Wireless detector networks (WDN) have
since been thought of a promising different to enhance typical observation
processes. These networks area unit comparatively reasonable and permit
measurements to be taken remotely, in period and with smallest human
intervention. The whole style of the system relies in the main on IOT
(Internet of Things) that is freshly introduced conception within the world of
development. There's primarily 2 components enclosed, the primary one is
hardware & second is package. The hardware half has sensors that facilitate
to live the $64000 time values, another one is arduino atmega328 converts
the analog values to digital one, & alphanumeric display shows the displays
output from sensors, Wi-Fi module provides the affiliation between hardware
and package.
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